
On a Conjeture of KohnenP. Guerzhoy0. IntrodutionIn this paper we prove, under a ertain additional ondition, the onjeture proposed by Kohnen in [8℄.This ondition (see (5) below) does not seem to be too restritive; the author does not know an examplewhen it is not satis�ed and it is easy to verify the ondition in any spei� ase. The onjeture was basedon the numerial evidene and onjetures from [7℄, and the theoretial result presented in [8℄. A speialase of a losely related problem was onsidered in [11℄.To attak the onjeture we use the original results from [8℄ and the tehniques for p-adi interpolationof yle integrals reated by Stevens [12℄.We reall the setting of [8℄, formulate the onjeture and our results in the �rst setion. In setion 2,we reall ertain notions from [12℄, quote the result from lo. it. whih we need, and speialize this to oursetting. Finally, we prove our result in setion 3.The author is very grateful to Prof. W. Kohnen for important lari�ations onerning [8℄ and is thankfulto the referee for his hints on improvement the presentation.1. Statement of the result. In this setion we briey reall the setting and results from [8℄, andformulate our results. For the reader's onveniens we onserve all the notations from lo. it. and refer tothis artile for the detailed disussion and explanations.For integers k � 1 and N � 1 we denote by Juspk+1;N the spae of Jaobi usp forms of weight k + 1 andindex N [2℄. Reall that a funtion � 2 Juspk+1;N has a Fourier expansion of the form�(�; z) = Xn;r2Z; r2<4Nn (n; r)qn�r (� 2 H = omplex upper half-plane, z 2 C ; q = e2�i� ; � = e2�iz);where (n; r) depends only on r2 � 4Nn and on the residue lass r modulo 2N .Let S2k(N)� denote the spae of usp forms of weight 2k on �0(N) with sign �1 in the funtionalequation of their L-series. For every normalized Heke eigenform f = Pa(n)qn 2 Snew2k (N)� there exist([10℄) a non-zero Jaobi form � 2 Jusp;newk+1;N having the same Heke eigenvalues and uniquely determined upto a non-zero salar multiply. The Fourier expansions of f and � are related by(1) (n0; r0)a(n) =Xdjn �D0d � dk�1�n2d2 n0; nd r0� ;where D0 = r20 � 4Nn0 < 0 is a fundamental disriminant and n is a positive integer.We an and will assume that the Fourier oeÆients (n; r) are algebrai numbers.The Fourier oeÆients of the Jaobi form � an be expressed in the terms of yle integrals [3℄:(2) (n; r)(n0; r0) = � i2N�k�1 jj�jj2jjf jj2 rk;N;DD0;rr0;D0(f);where D0 = r20 � 4Nn0 < 0 is a fundamental disriminant, and jj�jj and jjf jj denote the Petersson norm ofjj�jj and jjf jj, respetively. See Setion 3, below, for the preise de�nition of the quantities rk;N;DD0;rr0;D0(f).Let p � 5 be a prime. Let K be an imaginary quadrati �eld with ring of integers O. In the followingwe �x an embedding K ,! C . We assume that our �xed prime p splits in K and that the lass numberof K is one, so that (p) = pp = (�)(�). We �x an embedding Q ,! Q p. The restrited map K ,! Qpindues the plae p = (�), thus � is a p-adi unit. Let E be an ellipti urve de�ned over Q, with omplexmultipliation by O and let  be the Heke harater suh that the Hasse-Weil L-funtion of E equals theL-funtion assoiated to  .The funtion Fk(�) =Xa  (2k�1)(a)e2�iN (a)�is a usp Heke eigenform of weight 2k. Here  (2k�1) represents the primitive Heke harater attahed to 2k�1. 1



2 From here on we �x a positive integer k0 suh that Fk0 2 Snew2k0 (N)�. For any positive k � k0 mod p�1,we have Fk 2 Snew2k (N)�.Following [8℄, for fundamental disriminants D1 = r21 � 4Nn1 < 0 and D2 = r22 � 4Nn2 < 0, and apositive integer k, de�ne(3) Zn1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k) = � 2�
1�2k�1 � ipd�k�1 rk;N;D1D2;r1r2;D1(Fk);and(4) Z�n1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k) = �1��D1p � �2k�1p�k��1��D2p � �2k�1p�k�Zn1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k);where 
1 is the omplex period of E hosen as in [8℄. It is proven in [8, Proposition 1℄, that Zn1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k)is rational and p-integral if (D1D2; Np) = 1; these numbers are the main subjet of our onsideration.Sine E has good ordinary redution at p one an de�ne the p-adi period !p. The onstrution usesthe isomorphism between the formal group Ê of the ellipti urve E=Qp and the formal multipliative groupGm . We refer to [8℄,[1℄ for the preise de�nition.Our result is losely related to the following onjeture of Kohnen [8℄.Conjeture. Suppose that (D1D2; Np) = 1. Let k and k0 be natural numbers ongruent to k0 modulop� 1. Then for all n � 1 the ongruene!2k�1p Z�n1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k) � !2k0�1p Z�n1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k0) mod pnholds, if k � k0 mod pn�1.Let �k =P k(n; r)qn�r be the Jaobi form assoiated with Fk.We are now ready to formulate our main result.Theorem 1 Suppose that (D1D2; Np) = 1. Let k and k0 be natural numbers ongruent to k0 modulop� 1. Assume that there exist D0 � 0 mod p with (D0; N) = 1, and k1 � k0 mod p� 1 suh that(5) k1(n0; r0) 6= 0Then for all n � 1 the ongruene!2k�1p Z�n1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k) � !2k0�1p Z�n1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k0) mod pnholds, if k � k0 mod pn�1.Remarks.1. In the ase �D1D2p � = 1, the onjeture (and hene our Theorem 1) was proven by Kohnen in theoriginal paper [8℄ without additional assumptions. This was the main result of lo. it., and it supportedthe onjeture.2. Making use of (1) and the fat that Fk is a Heke eigenform, one easily derives from Theorem 1 theorresponding ongruenes for arbitrary (i.e. not fundamental) disriminants D1 and D2 still oprime to Np(f. [8, Remark ii, p. 274℄).3. In fat, we prove that the quantity !2k�1p Z�n1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k) interpolates to an Iwasawa funtion, whihyields Theorem 1.2. p-adi ontinuation of the yle integrals. In this setion, we formulate ertain results from[12℄ in the speialized form whih is onvenient for our purposes.Let � = Zp[[1 + pZp℄℄ be the ompleted group ring on the prinipal unit group 1 + pZp, and �N =Zp[[Zp;N℄℄; where Zp;N = lim (Z=NpmZ)� :One has the natural isomorphism �N ' �[(Z=pNZ)�℄: Following[12℄, onsider the �N - (and, therefore, � -) algebra RN , whih is the universal p-ordinary Heke algebra oftame ondutor N . The universal p-ordinary metapleti Heke algebra of tame ondutor N is de�ned by(lo. it.) ~RN = RN 
�N ;� �N :Here � : �N ! �N is the map indued by the ontinuous group homomorphism t 7! t2 on Zp;N ! Zp;N.For any k � 1 with k � k0 mod p� 1, the modular formF �k (�) = Fk(�) � �2k�2Fk(p�)



3is a p-stabilized ordinary newform of tame ondutor N (f. [12℄, [4℄). Moreover, it follows from [5, Setion7.2℄, that there is a �-adi p-ordinary Heke eigenform F (X) suh that F (u2k�2 � 1) = F �k : Here and in thefollowing we hose the topologial generator u = 1 + p of (1 + pZp)�.Thus, there is a diret sum deomposition orresponding to F (X):(6) RN ' �N �R0N ;and it follows that(7) ~RN ' (�N 
�N ;� �N )� ~R0N :We onsider an element J 2 ~RN as an element of �N via the projetion of (7) to the �rst omponent,and the map �N 
�N ;� �N ! �N ;whih takes �
 1 to �2.We will identify a positive integer k with the arithmeti point in X (�N ) = Homont(�N ;Q p) whihsends t 2 Z�p;N into tk.For an element J 2 �N we write J(k) for the value of J at k (onsidered as an element of X (�N ). Theelements of �N are p-adi analyti funtions on X (�N ).If J 2 X (�N ), and for any y 2 �N we have J(y) 2 Op = fx 2 Q p; jxjp � 1g, then the Kummerongruenes hold. Namely, k � k0 mod (p� 1)pn with n � 0 yields jJ(k)� J(k0)jp � p�n�1.For a usp form f of weight 2k, the yle integral is de�ned byrk;N;Q(f) = ZCQ f(�)Q(�; 1)k�1d�;where CQ is the image in �0(N)nH of the semi-irle aj� j2 + b<(�) +  = 0 oriented from (�b�p�)=2a to(�b+p�)=2a, if a 6= 0, or the vertial line bx+  = 0, oriented from �=b to i1 if b > 0, and from i1 to�=b if b < 0, if a = 0.The proposition below is a reformulation of a speial ase of [12, Theorem 5.5℄ and [12, Lemma 6.1℄.For a quadrati form Q = [a; b; ℄ = ax2 + bxy + y2 we put Q� = [a;�b; ℄ = ax2 � bxy + y2.Proposition 1. There exist� omplex numbers 
�(k) 2 C �� p-adi periods 
k 2 Q p with 
k0 6= 0� an element JQ 2 �N de�ned for any integral quadrati form Q = [a; b; ℄ with a � b � 0 mod p suh thatJQ(k) = 
k
�(k) (rk;N;Q(F �k ) + rk;N;Q�(F �k )):3. Proof of Theorem 1. We keep all notations and onventions of the previous setions. In partiular,we �x the fundamental disriminant D0 = r20 � 4Nn0 < 0 suh that D0 � 0 mod p and k0(n0; r0) 6= 0.The quantity rk;N;DD0;rr0;D0(f), appearing in (2), is de�ned as a weighted sum of yle integrals:(8) rk;N;DD0;rr0;D0(f) = XQ2QN;DD0;rr0=�0(N)�D0(Q)rk;N;Q(f):Let R be a residue modulo 2N and � > 0 a disriminant with � � R2 mod 4N . Consider the set ofintegral binary quadrati formsQN;�;R = �Q(x; y) = ax2 + bxy + y2j a; b;  2 Z; b2� 4a = �; a � 0(N); b � R(2N)	 :The group �0(N) ats on QN;�;R by � � � Æ �ÆQ(x; y) = Q(�x+�y; x+Æy). The number of equivalenelasses is �nite. For a fundamental disriminant D0 dividing � we denote by �D0 : QN;�;R=�0(N)! �1; 0the generalized genus harater ([3, Chapter I, Setion 2℄).



4 Let D1 = r21 � 4Nn1 6� 0 mod p be a negative fundamental disriminant. We laim that there existr(D0; D1) 2 �N suh that(9) r(D0; D1)(k) = 
k
�(k) �1� p�k�2k�1�D1p �� rk;N;D0D1;r0r1;D0(Fk):To prove the laim, we are going to assemble the right hand side out of the elements JQ 2 �N . We needsome preparations onneted with the systems of representatives for QN;�;R=�0(N)Lemma 1.a. Assume � � 0 mod p. Then in any lass of QN;�;R=�0(N) one an hoose a representative Q = [a; b; ℄suh that a � b � 0 mod p.b. Assume in addition that � 6� 0 mod p2. If Qi = [ai; bi; i℄ is a system of representatives for QN;�;R=�0(N),satisfying ai � bi � 0 mod p, then Pi = [ai=p; bi; ip℄ is also a system of representatives.. Put � = D0D1. Then for any [a; b; ℄ 2 QN;�;R, with a � b � 0 mod p,�D0([a; b; ℄) = �D1p ��D0([a=p; b; p℄)One proves a and b by a straightforward argument, whih we omit. Part  follows from the expliit formulafor the genus harater ([3, Proposition 1, P3℄).If a 6= 0 put MQ = � (v � bu)=2 �uau (v + bu)=2 � ;where (v; u) is the smallest positive solution of the Pell's equation x2 ��y2 = 4. Thenrk;N;Q(f) = Z MQi1i1 f(�)Q(�; 1)k�1d�:The de�nition (8) does not depend on the spei� hoie of the system of representativesQ 2 QN;D0D1;rr0 .We pik suh a system as in a of Lemma 1. It is suÆient to prove(10) r(D0; D1)(k) = 
k
�(k) XQ2QN;DD0;rr0=�0(N)�D0(Q)rk;N;Q(F �k );beause Proposition 1 imlpies that the sum in the right is an evaluation at k of an element from �N . (Notethat �D0(Q) = �D0(Q�). Moreover, when Q runs through a system of representatives fromQN;DD0;rr0=�0(N)the same happens with Q�.) Indeed,
k
�(k) XQ2QN;D0D1;r0r1=�0(N)�D0(Q)rk;N;Q(F �k )= 
k
�(k) XQ2QN;D0D1;r0r1=�0(N)�D0 Z MQi1i1 (Fk(�) � �2k�1Fk(p�))Q(�; 1)k�1d�= 
k
�(k)rk;N;D0D1;r0r1;D0(Fk)� �2k�1 XQ2QN;D0D1;r0r1=�0(N)�D0(Q) Z MQi1i1 Fk(p�)Q(�; 1)k�1d�Part b of the Lemma 1 shows that after the variable hange � 7! �=p the sum is still over a system ofrepresentatives, and part  ontrols the quantities �D0(Q). We have after thatXQ2QN;D0D1;r0r1=�0(N)�D0(Q) Z MQi1i1 Fk(p�)Q(�; 1)k�1d�= p�k �D1p � 
k
�(k)rk;N;D0D1;r0r1;D0(Fk):This proves (10) and, therefore, our laim that r(D0; D1) 2 �N .



5It might happen that r(D0; D1) = 0. It follows from (2), (9), (3), (4) and our assumption (5) that inthis ase the quantity Z�n1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k); onsidered in Theorem 1, vanishes for any n2; r2; and k, and we havenothing to prove in this ase. Thus we assume r(D0; D1) to be non-zero.By the proof of [8, Proposition 1, p. 273℄, we have(11) Zn1;r1;n1;r1;k0(k) = � 2�pd�k�1 (k � 1)!(!1=pjD1j)2k�1L( 2k�1; D1; k);where �d is the disriminant ofK, and L( 2k�1; D; s) is L( 2k�1; s) twisted with the harater n 7! � DN (n)�,as in [8, p.272℄. The existene of the bounded p-adi measure onstruted by Katz [8, p.272, (7)℄ yields theexistene of Z1;1 2 � suh that(12) Z1;1(k) = !2k�1p Z�n1;r1;n1;r1;k0(k)as soon as k � k0 mod p� 1.Pik a fundamental disriminant D2 = r22 � 4Nn2 < 0 with (D2; Np) = 1.We apply the same argument also toZn1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k)2 = � 2�pd�2k�2 (k � 1)!(!1=pjD1j)2k�1 (k � 1)!(!1=pjD2j)2k�1L( 2k�1; D1; k)L( 2k�1; D2; k)instead of (11). This implies that there exist Z(2)1;2 2 � suh that(13) Z(2)1;2(k) = !4k�2p Z�n1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k)2We remark that in order to prove, for instane, the existene of Z1;1 2 �, we annot refer diretly to [8,Corollary 1℄ sine the analyti funtion onstruted in lo. it. might be not an Iwasawa funtion.One has by (2), (9), (3), (4) and (12)(14) Z1;1(k)r(D0; D2)(k)r(D0; D1)(k) = !2k�1p Z�n1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k):By the p-adi Weierstra� preparation theorem [13, Theorem 7.3℄ one an rewrite the left-hand side as(15) p�U(T )A(T )B(T ) = Z1;1 r(D0; D2)r(D0; D1) ;where � 2 Z, the series U(T ) 2 Z[[T ℄℄ is a unit, and A;B 2 Z[T ℄ are distinguished polynomials. Here weidentify the rings Zp[[1 + pZp℄℄ ' Zp[[T ℄℄ sending u = 1+ p to T (f. [13, Theorem 7.1℄). Making use of thisobservation, taking the square of (14), and taking (13) into aount, we getp2�U(T )2A(T )2B(T )2 = Z(2)1;2(T ):It now follows that p2�A(T )2=B(T )2 2 Zp[[T ℄℄: Sine the square of a distinguished polynomial is a distin-guished polynomial, we get by [13, Lemma 7.5℄ that B(T )2 divides p2�A(T )2 as polynomials, and, therefore,B(T ) also divides p�A(T ), i.e. p�A(T )=B(T ) 2 Zp[T ℄: Combining this observation with (15), we �nd thatthe left-hand side of (14) belongs to �. In other words, there exists a power series R(T ) 2 Zp[[T ℄℄ suh thatR(uk � 1) = Z1;1(k)r(D0; D2)(k)r(D0; D1)(k) = !2k�1p Z�n1;r1;n2;r2;k0(k)if k � k0 mod p� 1. The Kummer ongruenes laimed in Theorem 1 follow from this.Referenes[1℄ Coates, J., Ellipti urves and Iwasawa theory. In: Modular forms. R. A. Rankin (ed.), pp. 51-73. Chihester: Ellis Horwood1984[2℄ Eihler M., Zagier D.: The Theory of Jaobi Forms, Progress in Mathematis, v.55, Birkh�auser, Boston-Basel-Stuttgart,1985.[3℄ Gross, B., Kohnen, W., Zagier, D.: Heegner points and derivatives of L-series. II. Math. Ann. 278, 497-562 (1987)[4℄ Greenberg, R., Stevens, G.: p-adi L-funtions and p-adi periods of modular forms, Invent. Math., 111, 407-447 (1993)
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